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Searching is a part of daily life
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Questions that might be asked

• Why does someone initiate a search?
• When someone searches, what do they do? What 

are they thinking? What are they feeling?
• How are their actions, thoughts, and feelings 

affected by the characteristics of their information 
need? The related work/leisure task? The search 
interactions? 

• When/why did they stop the search?
• What do they do with their search results?



Search tasks

IST – information seeking task
IRT – information retrieval task

Byström & Hansen, 2005, Fig.1



Typical interactive IR 
experiment
• Randomly assign participants to search with one 

search engine or the other
• Ask each participant to complete multiple search 

tasks
• Compare performance and/or process indicators
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Simulated work tasks

• “a simulated work task situation is a short textual 
description tailored to suit the test participants by 
presenting a realistic situation that motivates the 
test participant to search the IR system” (Borlund, 
2016, p.313)
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Simulated work task examples
• Your boarding school is located in the municipality of 

Mariagerfjord, and the boarding school is one among 
several within the municipality. You know this because 
your school collaborates with some of the other 
boarding schools. But exactly how many boarding 
schools are there in the municipality of Mariagerfjord?

• In May next year, you are travelling with the boarding 
school to Rome and Florence. You know both cities are 
known for their history, art, and architecture. As 
preparation for the trip you would like to study some of 
the sightseeing spots and tourist attractions in order to 
be able to contribute with good suggestions when 
planning the trip.

Borlund, 2016
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of 
Assigned 
Search 
Tasks 
(RepAST)

Searching

https://ils.unc.edu/searchtasks/search.html
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Results

https://ils.unc.edu/searchtasks/search.html


Complexity as a dimension 
of a search task
• Task characteristics that imply an increase in 

information load, information diversity, or rate of 
information change (Campbell, 1988)

• Possible characteristics
• A higher number of desired outcomes to be achieved
• More possible paths to the desired end state
• Conflicting interdependencies among these paths
• Uncertain links among these paths
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Objective and subjective 
complexity
• Objective task complexity, based on number of 

paths involved
• Subjective task complexity, based on doer’s 

perception of task complexity
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Complexity operationalized
• Number of subtopics or facets 
• Number of query terms and/or 

operators required to complete the 
search

• Number of subtasks or steps 
required to complete the search

• Number of sources or items 
required by task

• The indeterminate nature of the 
task

• The cognitive complexity of 
addressing the information need
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The effect of cognitive complexity 
on search strategy formulation
• 47 study participants
• Completed 5 search tasks at 5 different levels of 

cognitive complexity, in one of 4 domains
• Levels of complexity, based on the revised 

Bloom’s taxonomy
• Remember (level 1)
• Understand (level 2)
• Analyze (level 3)
• Evaluate (level 4)
• Create (level 5)

Remember

Understand

Analyze

Evaluate

Create



Example search tasks
• Understand (level 2), Commerce

• You have noticed that some coffee shops in your 
neighborhood advertise that they only sell 'fair trade' 
coffee.  In order to decide whether to support these 
coffee shops you want to understand what the label 'fair 
trade' really entails. What are the requirements for coffee 
to be labeled as fair trade?

• Create (level 5), Health
• Your great granny's doctor has told her that getting more 

exercise will increase her fitness and help her avoid 
injuries. Your great granny does not use the Internet and 
has asked you to create an exercise program for her. She is 
90-years old. Put together two thirty-minute low-impact 
exercise programs that she could alternate between 
during the week.



Analyzing the search moves
• Each move in each search was analyzed

• Add concept
• Narrow with term change
• Delete concept
• Broaden with term change
• Replace term

• SERP click
• Browse

• 2974 moves across 235 searches

Narrow 
search

Broaden 
search

Replace
term

SERP clickSERP click

BrowseBrowse



Which moves were used?
• The most frequently-used 

moves were:
• Add concept (847)
• Delete concept (183)
• Replace term (138)
• Add term + Narrow term (44)

• SERP click (852)
• Browse (832)

Replace
Term

BrowseBrowse
SERP ClickSERP Click

END

Delete
Concept

Add
Concept

Narrow with 
Terms



What strategies were used?

SERP clickSERP click

BrowseBrowse

END

Narrow
Search

Narrow
Search

SERP clickSERP click

BrowseBrowse

SERP clickSERP click
BrowseBrowse

Narrow
Search

Broaden
Search

Narrow
Search

SERP clickSERP click
BrowseBrowse

END

Narrow
Search

SERP clickSERP click

Replace 
Term

SERP clickSERP click
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END

Narrow
Search

C: Narrow – Display – 
Broaden – Narrow – Display

22 searches

A: Narrow – Display – 
[Narrow – Display]

24 searches

G: Narrow – Display – 
[Narrow] - Edit - Display

19 searches



Effects of task complexity on 
strategy used
• Low level of task 

complexity led 
to single-query 
search strategies

BrowseBrowse

SERP clickSERP click

Narrow 
search

END



Specific task effects
• Entertainment/ Analyze (level 

3) task  Pattern E
• 5 of 12 searches used same 

pattern
• 5 of 8 searches using that 

pattern were elicited by this task

• Task: Your sister is turning 25 
next month and wants to do 
something exciting for her 
birthday. She is considering 
some type of extreme sport. 
What are some different types 
of extreme sports in which 
amateurs can participate?  
What are the risks involved 
with each sport?

SERP clickSERP click

Narrow
Search

Broaden
Search

Narrow
Search

SERP clickSERP click

Replace 
Term

SERP clickSERP click

END

E: Narrow – Display – Broaden – 
Narrow – [Display] – Edit – Display 

8 searches



Where have we been? 
Where should we go next?
• Why people initiate a search; information needs 

that motivate a search
• People’s searching behaviors; cognition and affect 

during search
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Questions? Comments?

Contact:
Barbara M. Wildemuth
School of Information & Library Science
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
wildemuth@unc.edu

RepAST, https://ils.unc.edu/searchtasks/search.html

mailto:wildemuth@unc.edu
https://ils.unc.edu/searchtasks/search.html
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